
Brexit will hit young people hardest.

Brexit is a national embarrassment – and it’s going to hurt young people more
than anyone else.

It leaves us weaker in the fight against the climate crisis.

It strips our universities of millions of pounds of funding.

It takes away our right to live in, work in, travel in and fall in love with
the 27 other countries of the European Union.

Both the Conservative and Labour parties want to take that away from us.
Theresa May is pandering to climate science deniers on the hard Tory right.

Jeremy Corbyn is ducking his responsibility to millions of Remainers who
voted for Labour in 2017. He’s refused to unequivocally back a People’s Vote.
He’s repeatedly told us free movement will end. His shadow ministers brag on
panel shows that Labour’s “bailing the Tories out”:

Truly remarkable. The constant Gardiner to the Tories: “We are in
there trying to bail you guys out.” pic.twitter.com/rONOXIjFjs

— John Harris (@johnharris1969) May 3, 2019

We are the next generation. It’s the responsibility of politicians to build a
better future for us. But the Tories and Labour have ducked that
responsibility to chase a hard, damaging Brexit instead. They’re letting
young people down.

That’s why I’m joining young people up and down the UK and voting for the
Liberal Democrats – the biggest, strongest Remain party. 

That’s why I’m voting to stop Brexit on Thursday 23rd May.

We can send a message to the Tories and Labour that we won’t be ignored. We
can get back to fixing the inequality rife in society. We can secure
Britain’s place in a greener future, in an EU that’s carbon-neutral by 2045.
Help us get there – share our video now:

Share on Facebook

Share on Twitter

Our message is clear – every vote for the Lib Dems is a vote to stop Brexit.
Say you’re with us next Thursday. Let’s stand up for young people – and put
an end to this national disaster.
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The scandal of BAME mental health
inequality

When I began to look into the topic of BAME mental health, what surprised me
was how little research had been done into it. There is even less when it
comes to intersectional groupings. Even with the information that there is,
it’s not widely accessible or ‘showcased’. I got the impression, from an
initial trawl of the Internet, that the subject isn’t deemed to be
particularly ‘headline grabbing.’

PTSD is higher in women of black ethnic origin and this is related
to the higher levels of sexual assaults that they experience

However, I know, from anecdotal evidence and my engagement with some of the
key thought leaders in the realm of mental health, that there is inequity
that needs to be evaluated and addressed.

I’ve heard from people like:

Ameen Marquis, a Head Teacher who is a regular speaker on male BAME and child
migrant/refugee mental health

Patrick Regan, founder of urban youth work charity XLP and mental health
charity, Kintsugi Hope

https://www.libdems.org.uk/mental-health-inequality
https://www.libdems.org.uk/mental-health-inequality


 

Aasiyah Faryal, a presenter and producer who speaks about her experiences of
mental health in the Arab and Asian community

In addition, after many hours of reading research papers, Government reports
and statistical analyses, I’ve come up with some facts that should be
‘headline grabbing’ but are nowhere near the front page*.

 

PTSD is higher in women of black ethnic origin and this is related to1.
the higher levels of sexual assaults that they experience[1]; however,
women of black ethnic origin are less likely to report or seek help for
assaults or trauma.[2]
Women of Pakistani and Bangladeshi origin are at an elevated risk of2.
schizophrenia.[3]



BAME people are more frequently subjected to involuntary psychiatric3.
hospitalisation than others, particularly young, black men.[4]
Black adults have the lowest treatment rate of any ethnic group, at 6.2%4.
(compared to 13.3% in the white British group).[5]
People from black ethnic minority backgrounds to have a higher5.
prevalence of psychosis compared with the white majority population.[6]
More than one in five Black, Asian and minority ethnic LGBT people (226.
per cent) have experienced an eating disorder in the last year compared
to 11 per cent of white LGBT people.[7]
Particular communities at higher risk of attempting to take their own7.
lives include 8 per cent of Black, Asian and minority ethnic LGBT
people, 11 per cent of non-binary people and 8 per cent of LGBT disabled
people (compared to one in twenty within the general adult
population).[8]
Asylum seekers and refugees are more likely to experience poor mental8.
health than the local population, including higher rates of depression,
PTSD and other anxiety disorders.[9]
Asylum seekers are five times more likely to have mental health needs9.
than the general population and more than 61% will experience serious
mental distress.[10]
More than half of trafficked children (56%) screen positive for10.
depression, a third (33%) for an anxiety disorder and a quarter (26%)
for PTSD.

The Liberal Democrats have been fighting for parity between physical and
mental health services for a long time and our pledge is to fund mental
health provision through adding 1p in the pound to income tax.

This is core to our beliefs.

So, as voters, members, supporters and candidates, what can we do to make a
difference when it comes to the treatment of BAME groups within the mental
healthcare system?

As Liberal Democrats, let’s be the ones exposing the scandal of
BAME mental health inequality and leading change in this area.

Here are some ideas:

Join the Liberal Democrats – we are committed to improving mental health1.
provision and are committed to ending the stigma and shame that too
often surround discussions on mental health. If you’re already a member
consider joining Liberal Democrat Campaign for Race Equality and benefit
from being part of a team that is committed to change making in this
area.
If you have any expertise in this area, contribute to policy making by2.
joining a policy working group or working on a Motion on this subject.
Connect with mental health charities and activists in your area and3.
support their cause by campaigning on local BAME mental health issues.
Write to your local newspaper about how this has affected you or people4.



you know.
Contribute to radio and telephone call-in shows and comment on the5.
subject.
Contact me to participate in/attend a panel discussion I’m organising in6.
relation to migrant women this Summer (details to be announced shortly).

When I’ve spoken to people who’ve been personally affected by the ‘patchy’
levels of quality in BAME mental healthcare, I’ve been struck by three things
that seem to affect BAME groups more than others:

The social isolation they’ve experienced within their own communities1.
The stigma attached to having a mental illness from their own2.
communities
The perception, by healthcare professionals, that they would largely3.
‘…be looked after by their own’.

Something has to be done about this – and it has to be done now.

As Liberal Democrats, let’s be the ones exposing the scandal of BAME mental
health inequality and leading change in this area.
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It’s Groundhog May… again.

Well, it’s confirmed. Theresa May is on manoeuvres again and will try to
force the Withdrawal Agreement through Parliament in the week starting 3rd
June. Anyone else think this is getting a bit embarrassing?

For those keeping count, this will be attempt number 4 at pushing this failed
deal through Parliament. Each and every time it’s been put to the Commons so
far, it’s been rejected – twice by record margins.

So if MPs can have a chance to change their minds on Brexit, why can’t the
British people?

Having lost the support of her own party, the Prime Minister has had to reach
out to Labour. More and more Remainers are already seeing Labour for the pro-
Brexit front they are. If Jeremy Corbyn helps the Tories push through this
disastrous deal, it’ll mark yet another betrayal of Labour supporters across
the UK.

Trump, Boris, Corbyn… they want Brexit.

Liberal Democrats want to stop Brexit.
Join our campaign to end this mess now > https://t.co/Mp2XkNJx4v
pic.twitter.com/GD1VN3NoQH

— Liberal Democrats (@LibDems) May 15, 2019

Liberal Democrats demand better.

We know there’s no deal better than our membership of the European Union.
That’s why we’ve been fighting to stop Brexit for nearly 3 years. Staying in
the EU lets us focus on the real issues – like fixing our economy, rebuilding
our public services and fighting the climate crisis. We’re the party of
Remain – and proud of it.

You – not politicians – should have the final say on Brexit. Over 250,000
people from all parties and none have joined our Exit from Brexit campaign.
Let’s put an end to this national embarrassment. Join our campaign to stop
Brexit today.
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Who said it: Corbyn or Farage?

Corbyn’s dodgy comments.

Trying to stitch up a deal behind closed doors.

Shadow ministers bragging how they’re bailing the Tories out on Brexit.

Jeremy Corbyn has teamed up with the Tories to drag us out the EU at any
cost. Labour is a pro-Brexit party.

Let’s compare and contrast that to the Liberal Democrats.

Every vote for the Liberal Democrats is a vote to stop Brexit.

Our message has always been clear – we want to stop Brexit.

We’ve been fighting to stop Brexit since the day after the referendum in
2016.

Every vote for the Liberal Democrats is a vote to stop Brexit.

We’re the biggest, strongest pro-Remain party. Every day, more and more
people are giving up on Jeremy Corbyn’s pro-Brexit Labour party. They’re
becoming Liberal Democrat voters – many for the first time.

The EU elections next Thursday are a chance to send a message – we don’t want
Brexit. We’re surging in the polls and heading for an amazing result, but
every vote will count. Say you’re with us – vote Lib Dem on the 23rd May.
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Jeremy Corbyn’s a friend of Tories,
not Remainers

We launched a new poster in London today, calling out Jeremy Corbyn’s dodgy
Brexit voting record.
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